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Introduction Predicate argument selectional preference1 is the notion that the roles, or argument
positions, of a given predicate tend to prefer some arguments to others. Automatically inferring
these preferences has been a topic of interest within the computational linguistics community since
the early 1990’s, with Resnik [3] giving examples such as: Mary drank some {wine, gasoline,
pencils, sadness}, where the provided nouns in the syntactic object position of the verb drink are of
various levels of semantic acceptability. Here we are motivated by statements such as the following
by Resnik [3]:
Although selectional preference is traditionally formalized in terms of feature agreement using notations
like [+Animate], such formalizations often fail to specify the set of allowable features, or to capture the
gradedness of qualitative difference [. . .],

Like Resnik, we would like a preference model that retained this notion of feature agreement, but
also allowed for the gradedness that contemporary computational linguists have come to assume. A
related intuition can be found in recent work on category learning of Griffiths and colleagues, such
as [4], which is partially motivated by the notion of linguistic ontologies [5].
We introduce the Shared Components Topic Model (SCTM), which expresses selectional preferences as soft disjunctions of conjunctions of semantic features. The model assumes there exist
underlying semantic features, e.g. [+liquid], [+solid], each of which defines a distribution
over nouns. The model conjoins these features into semantic classes, such as h[+liquid] &
[+comestible]i; each class gives a distribution over nouns that all possess the same set of semantic features. In this way, we aim to model the acceptable nouns of eat as (h[+comestible] &
[+solid]i OR h[+meal]i). In the SCTM, because the features are distributions, the classes are
constructed as products (the soft variant of conjunctions) and preferences are encoded by mixtures
(the soft variant of disjunctions).
Model Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6] has been used to learn selectional preferences as
soft disjunctions over flat semantic classes [7, 8, 9]. Our model, the SCTM, also learns the structure
of each class as a soft conjunction of high-level semantic features. Figure 1a provides the generative
process for topic modeling and a mapping of terminology to selectional preference. Here, we further
describe the SCTM by analogy to LDA. In both LDA and the SCTM, each verb is modeled as
a mixture over K semantic classes; for each noun token, this mixture generates a semantic class
assignment, and the noun’s type is sampled from that semantic class. In LDA, a semantic class is a
multinomial over words sampled from a shared Dirichlet prior. By contrast, the SCTM models each
semantic class as a normalized product of a subset of C underlying semantic features (which we call
components).

1
The term selectional preference has a variety of (near) synonyms. Chomsky [1] used the term selectional
rules, giving the alternatives: selectional restrictions and restrictions of cooccurrence. Semanticists such as
Thomason [2] referred to the problem as sortal (in)correctness, with Thomason providing variants including:
category mistake, selectionally incorrect, type crossing, semi-grammatical, and semantically anomalous.
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Topic Modeling ↔Selectional Preference
document ↔verb, word ↔noun,
topic ↔class, component ↔feature

(a) The SCTM generative process
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For each component c ∈ {1, . . . , C}:
φc ∼ Dir(β)
γ
, 1)
πc ∼ Beta( C
For each topic k ∈ {1, . . . , K}:
bkc ∼ Bernoulli(πc )
For each document m ∈ {1, . . . , M }
θ m ∼ Dir(α)
For each word n ∈ {1, . . . , Nm }
zmn ∼ Mult(1, θ m )
xmn ∼ p(· |bzmn , φ) from Eq. (1)
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(c) Selectional Preference

The kth semantic class in the SCTM is a Product of Experts (PoE) [10] model, where the subset
of semantic features included in the product is determined by a binary vector generated by a betabernoulli model, the finite counterpart of the Indian Buffet Process (IBP) [11].
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p(x|bk , φ) = PV c=1
(1)
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c=1 φcv
Here, φc is the cth semantic feature, a distribution over words. bk is the binary vector defining the
structure of this semantic class. The model is closely related to SAGE [12] and the IOMM [13].
Learning To perform parameter estimation, we use an algorithm that follows the outline of the
Monte Carlo EM (MCEM) algorithm [14]. In the Monte Carlo E-step, we sample the class assignments zmn and the binary vectors bkc based on current parameters φ and observed data X. In the
M-step, we find new components φ. Since these are the parameters of the PoEs, we replace the usual
maximization of data log-likelihood with a contrastive divergence (CD) objective [15], popular for
PoE training. Normally, CD only estimates the parameters of the product distributions. However,
in our model, which features are included in the product change based on the E-step. Since we can
generate multiple samples in the E-step, we modify the CD objective to compute the gradient for
each E-step sample and take the average to approximate the expectation under bkc and zmn . This
approximate algorithm is much more efficient than a pure MCEM (or a pure MCMC) approach.
Experiments We present results on two tasks: selectional preference and topic modeling. For
selectional preference, our data comes from the part-of-speech (POS) tagged n-grams corpus of
[16]. Using POS tag patterns we produce a corpus of selectional preference examples of the form
(verbdependency type , noun). For example, the pattern VBD (PRP$|DT) NN would match sold the
car. Figure 1c presents pseudo-word accuracy (PwA) and per-noun perplexity (Perp) on test data.
We consider the tradeoff of model compactness vs. accuracy. In the case where C=K=10, the
performance of LDA is better than the SCTM in both PwA and Perp. Yet, if we increase the size of
both models and consider the case of LDA with K=11 and of the SCTM with C=10, K=40, then
the PwA of the former is 78.10 and the latter is 80.97. Yet, LDA has added a multinomial the size
of the vocabulary (1000) while the SCTM has added only a few binary vectors of length C.
We also apply the SCTM to topic modeling to explore its potential as a more compact representation
of topics. We use 1,000 randomly selected articles from the 20 Newsgroups dataset.2 We evaluate the
average perplexity per word on held out test data using the left-to-right approximation of [17]. Figure
1b shows the results for LDA and the SCTM for the same number of components and varying K
(SCTM). For LDA (K=C), this is a single (dashed) line. For SCTM, the x markers each correspond
to a different K at the shown C. The shaded region shows the full SCTM perplexity range for
different K. Observe that for each number of components, LDA falls within the upper portion of the
shaded region. This shows that, while for some (small) values of K for the SCTM, LDA does better,
the SCTM can easily include more K (requiring few new parameters) to achieve better results.
Discussion The main goal of this work is to learn features which can compactly describe selectional preference and the ways in which they combine into semantic classes. While quantitatively
our model performs as well as and learns classes (topics) that are similar in appearance to LDA,
our current work is focussed on biasing the SCTM to prefer more interpretable underlying features
(components).
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http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/
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